
Lisa Cooley is pleased to present a two-person exhibition by Becky Beasley and Alicja Kwade.
Their works share an interest in industrial materials as well as dark, blunt and sometimes opaque
formal qualities. Yet these dark aspects are rivaled by the artists’ engagement with the domestic,
perception, literature or personal narrative. This is the first time either artist has shown at the
gallery. 

Becky Beasley’s work may first appear as subtle, quiet forms but quickly give way to literary
worlds, tinged with autobiographical references. In this exhibition, Beasley will present a new group
of works, Auxiliary Flora, which is comprised of two large photographs, AUX (I) (Passive Voice)
and AUX (II) (Passive Voice),as well as a postcard rack work, Flora, A Life. The large photographs,
drawn from her personal archive, depict piles of organic street rubbish in Athens, which, due to their
scale, engulf the viewer and suggest the monumentality of nature. Green Plexiglas glazing suffuses
the lumps of refuse with verdant, fertile possibility. Similarly, the green-tinted postcards of plants,
trees, and flowers in Flora, A Life rotate on a revolving post card rack, suggesting a joyful cycle of
growth and decay. The viewer is invited to take a postcard, which also features a text by the artist, in
a sense sowing the seeds of the work out into the world. 

A counterpoint to Auxiliary Flora is Steppe, a black, powder coated steel sculpture. This low lying,
dark, floor bound sculpture hinges ever so slightly ajar, revealing a glossy, black Plexiglas top. The
title, Steppe, imbues the work with the suggestion of a flattened landscape. Beasley’s sculptures
have always conversed with her photography. Early photographs depicted objects covered in
blankets and were thus abstracted. As these photographic forms transmogrified into sculptures, they
assumed a domestic scale – pianos, books, or humans – and poetic function. In this case, Steppe’s
inky landscape counterbalances Beasley’s verdant photographs, representing the bloodless, lifeless
phase of nature’s cycle. 

Alicja Kwade’s sculptures try to elongate time and space. They present themselves as solid, real,
heavy things, created with industrial processes or from everyday conveniences like clocks, mirrors,
cars, lamps, and watches, yet in Kwade’s hands they invert, misalign, and melt. Her sculptures
subvert one’s expectations precisely because of their familiarity and physicality. Their crystalline
elegance and cinematic scale only magnify their pull on one’s perception. 

In Time Reversal Process I bronze rods twist around each other, cascading down the wall,
suggesting a way to move both forward and backward in one’s own existence. Eadem Mutata
Resurgo is a freestanding white door, curved ever so slightly as if inviting the viewer into an
alternate universe. Kwade’s interventions seek to challenge and defy the law of physics. Double



Fortune is two broken mirrors that mirror each other identically, as if a third mirror was reflecting a
single image. This self-reflexivity is the evidence Kwade uses to argue that cause and effect do not
always form a straight line.Becky Beasley was born in 1975 in the United Kingdom and currently
lives and works in St. Leonards on Sea in East Sussex. She received her MFA from the Royal
College of Art and her BA from Goldsmiths. Recent solo exhibitions include Spring Rain, Spike
Island, Bristol (traveling to Leeds City Art Gallery); The Outside, Tate Britain and Francesca
Minini, Milan; The Man Nobody Could Lift, Leal Rios Foundation, Lisbon; Setting, Laura Bartlett
Gallery, London. Select group exhibitions include Viral Research, Think Twice – Part 2,
Whitechapel Gallery, London; The Imaginary Museum, Kunstverein Munich; Apropos of the
Kissing of the Hand: A Celebration of the Writer Robert Walser in Newcastle upon Tyne; and Je
Suis Un Autre, Kunstverein Freiburg. 

Alicja Kwade was born in 1979 in Kattowice, Poland and currently lives and works in Berlin. She
studied at Studium der Bildenden Kunst, UdK, in Berlin. Recent solo exhibitions include The heavy
weight of light, Harris Lieberman, New York; Die Gesamtheit aller Orte, Kunsthal 44 Møen,
Denmark; In Circles, Johann König, Berlin; and Future Past, Grieder Contemporary, Zurich. Recent
group exhibitions include When Attitudes Became Form Become Attitudes, CCA Wattis Institute,
San Francisco; One-on-one, KW Institute for Contemporary Art, Berlin; Portfolio Berlin 2,
Kunsthalle Rostock, Germany; Made in Germany II, Kunstverein Hannover; A Disagreeable Object,
Sculpture Center, New York; Karl-Scmidt-Rotluff Stipendum, Kunsthalle, Düsseldorf; and The
Garden of Eden, Palais de Tokyo, Paris.
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